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Sun rays sweep through wild grasses, and shadows spill across the pathway before me. 

My horse grazes at the end of the trail, leisurely awaiting my arrival. 

All is prepared for my ride, and my team calls out to welcome me.   

My eyes tear with anticipation.  I love this place! 

Important upcoming dates 

   
  Lesson Volunteer Training — 
  June 2 & 3, 2018 
  Jeremiah’s Crossing 
 
  Summer Season lessons— 
  June 11—August 17, 2018 
 
   Blu Play  5 K Event— 
   August 11, 2018 
 
  Family Fun Fest  Vehicle Show— 
  August 18; 9 AM– 3PM  
 
  Family Fun Fest  Ride-a-thon— 
  August 19; 12 Noon– 5PM  



Chief is our resident Mustang, 

and he’s a practical guy.  Re-

cently, when Kathleen was out 

on a winter evening bringing a 

load of hay to the herd, she ran 

into a horse-jam at the gate. 

She wondered if she could get 

through the gate with her four-

wheeler and hay wagon without 

letting the horses out.  Chief 

sized up the situation and sim-

ply head-butted the whole gang 

of horses away from the gate to 

let her through. Smart horse!    

Interview with Chief:    

So Chief, you’re the only mus-

tang in this herd.   Does that 

cause you any problems? 

Chief “That’s probably an ad-

vantage.  Sometimes I think 

the other horses just don’t 

know what to make of me.    

I just butt a few heads, and 

they move away.  Let’s just 

say, we get along!” 

What’s to like around here? 

Chief  “We all feel the same 

way. We love these kids.   

They are all so happy to 

climb into the saddle and 

they are quick learners with 

a good instinct for riding.  

We always partner very well 

and know how to adjust to 

each other’s  needs and 

moods. 

Sometimes I get a little 

bored , like on a rainy day 

when we have to call off les-

sons, but it’s always a great       

day when lessons begin.   

And I love the herd.  We’re all 

different, but we  all have the 

same warm heart for these 

kids.  I guess that’s what 

bonds us together.” 

From the horse’s mouth— an interview with Chief 
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Willing hands and warm hearts 

 

Getting each edition of JC's newsletter created, printed, and distributed is made possible by a 

team of contributors and assemblers that care deeply about this mission ministry.  They all be-

lieve that Jeremiah's Crossing provides an essential service that is truly life enhancing to all the 

students and families involved.  To see students riding high upon a horse, enlivened by the spe-

cial bond they feel, developing new strengthening awareness, and discovering a new fluid mobil-

ity is actually spellbinding. Helping out with the newsletter is one way admirers can express 

their appreciation for all the goodness that is being offered at this lovely ranch. 

 

This is a shout out to all our helpers as we try our best to spread the word about the need for this 

healing ministry. Like all the special helpers who assist student riders and help keep all ranch 

functions operational, our newsletter team is always on deck to assist in the task of pulling the 

pages together, stapling, folding, sealing, labeling, and posting each newsletter. Thank you all 

for your essential help. 

 

We also appreciate all who made contributions for newsletter 

content, many of which are drawn from Facebook offerings 

and submissions mailed in.  Commentary about the services 

offered by the ranch is always gratefully received.  We like to 

hear stories about how our students' lives have been enhanced 

through our services. Always feel free to send your stories and 

notes about your ranch experiences to Jeremiah's Crossing 

directly using the address on the back page of any newsletter 

or simply by email to the editor of the newsletter at 

pgeorge@uwsp.edu.  We also welcome any feedback you can 

give us about the newsletter—likes, dislikes, content wishes, 

contributions of any sort.                        

                Our newsletter assemblers 

Philip George, Editor 

What is the best thing to say to a 

runaway horse? 

 

A tale of “WHOA!” 
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Did you know? 

Because a horse’s eyes are on 

the side of their head they are 

capable of seeing almost 360 

degrees. 

Horses will not lie down simul-

taneously because at least one 

horse will act as a lookout to 

alert its companions to present 

dangers. 

Horses produce approximately 

10 gallons of saliva each day. 

It’s a fact: horses can sleep both 

lying down and standing up! 



It was born from a humility to believe that God's purpose 

could work through us if only we have a willing heart.   

 

It was sparked into being by an opportunity brought to light: 

a need of a horse's healing for a child in need.  

 

All that was needed was sufficient audacity to walk an un-

charted path forward in faith.  

 

It required a trust that God's will could actually be done 

through us. 

 

This is Jeremiah’s Cross-

ing, where love abounds. 

 

Great expectations shine 

in youthful faces, abilities 

expand, promises are 

kept, and beautiful new 

horizons are the norm. 

 

“They shall run and not 

be weary, they shall walk 

and not faint or become 

tired.”          Isaiah 40:31 

Equine assisted therapy increases confidence and self-esteem 

through the learning and mastering of new skills. It increases 

both verbal and non-verbal communication skills and teaches 

participants to control moods and emotions.  It also offers the 

opportunity for participants to distance themselves from their 

own problems by focusing on the horse. 

 

At Jeremiah’s Crossing, there are a mixed gathering of wonderful 

horses of varied backgrounds and different breeds, and their con-

tributions are of extraordinary significance.  They have not won 

any championships nor raced in high stakes, but to the children 

at Jeremiah’s Crossing they are  priceless treasures.  They have all 

been specifically trained as therapy horses, and they are skilled in 

their work. 

 

When new and challenged  riders are first brought to the ring, 

they discover a new experience in life. The horses teach them re-

spect, patience, and trust.  Their calm demeanor and affectionate 

natures soon win over even the most anxious riders.   

 

It takes little time for a genuine and rewarding companionship to 

develop between horse and rider, both in the ring and out of it.  

New awakenings foster healing and growth that is heartwarming 

to behold.  

 

It is easy to see how these magnificent horses are champions in 

the hearts and minds of all their riders and parents as well. 

         

 

Roxy Dahnke – December 30, 2017,  (Her one word post says all there is to  

know about Jeremiah’s Crossing).  Compassion! 

   
 
 

Jeanne Grant – August 12, 2017, The Blu Play 5 K event was a success.  

We will do it again! 

 

Tanisha Schmoeckel – June 28, 2016, Helping children in life with challenging  

situations ... find peace and joy (with) all kinds of loving people that care about  

their well-being. 

 

For news, pictures, and current ranch updates, check out Jeremiah’s Crossing on their  

Facebook site. Leave a comment there, and you might see it here! 

Humility and audacity built the vision 

Facebook reflections 

Horse, shoe, & boot challenge 

This is actually a math challenge 

using horse and rider symbols. 

You’ll probably need some scrap 

paper to work out the conclusion.   

Maybe some horse sense would 

help!! 

                

(See page 8 for answer) 
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                 Some old adages 
 

  The wind of heaven is that which       

    blows between a horse's ears.  

 

The expression in a horse’s eye is  

   like a blessing on a good man’s house. 
      

Healing Companions 

Can Sarah come out and play? 

 



1. Once all villagers decided 

to pray for rain.  On the day 

of prayer all of the people 

gathered, but only one boy 

came forth with an umbrella. 

 That’s  FAITH 

2. When you throw babies in 

the air, they laugh because 

they know you will catch 

them.  

 That’s  TRUST 

3.Every night we go to bed 

without any assurance of 

being alive the next morning, 

but still we set the alarms to 

wake up. 

 That’s  HOPE 

4. We plan big things for to-

morrow in spite of zero knowl-

edge of the future. 

 That’s  CONFIDENCE 

5. We see the world suffering, 

but still we get married and 

have children. 

 That’s  LOVE 

6. On an old man’s shirt was 

written a sentence ‘I am not 80 

years old;  I am sweet 16 with 

64 years of experience.’ 

 That’s  ATTITUDE 

Digest these little stories, and 

fully enjoy the gift of life.        

     

Time is like a flowing river—    

water passes beneath your feet 

only once. Much like the river, 

moments never pass you by 

again, so cherish every moment 

that life gives you as another 

blessing, and be thankful. 

Always remember old friends 

and good friends are the rare 

jewels of life… perhaps difficult 

to find, but impossible to re-

place! 

After 53 years, these little sto-

ries were forwarded to your 

editor by an old friend.  It was 

great fun hearing from him 

again, and sharing these 

thoughts with our readers 

seemed like a pretty good idea! 

Six Little Stories— passed on by an old friend 

 

Fencepost viewpoint by T. T. Toolittle 

seeds and feed shared by the 

horses.   

There’s also this cute little 

gal, Felicity Fieldmouse, that 

keeps popping up wherever I 

go.  She’s here, she’s there, 

seems like everywhere.  The 

other day she got me to help 

her gather old acorns still 

under  trees from last year. 

I guess that’s symbolic of 

what’s happening all over on 

the ranch.  It’s been wake up, 

clean up, and set up time all over 

to get things ready for training 

and lessons to begin next month. 

What’s with this Felicity?  

Maybe I’m falling for her! We’ll 

just have to wait and 

see what happens.    

What do I do when we 

run out of acorns?   

Maybe Lil 

Prince will 

share some 

feed with me! 

Timothy here. Things are 

beginning to come alive  on 

the ranch now that the snow 

has disappeared.  The horses 

are shedding their long 

hair— what a mess.  Groom-

ers have been literally raking 

the stuff off of them!   

I’m beginning to see some 

familiar faces reappear from 

underground.  Some of my 

chipmunk friends are out 

hunting for food— mostly 

“The ranch is starting to 

come alive after a bitter 

winter.  Soon everything 

will be prepared and set to 

go for another season of 

lessons. Anticipation is 

building!” 

 

Timothy Trotalong Toolittle 
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Staying in expectation 

Bunkhouse update 

Completion of the bunk-
house is in sight.  Frigid 
temperatures have slowed 
early spring progress, but 
now we are swiftly mov-
ing ahead to get all the 
plumbing and heating 
installed.  Thank you 

again, Team Schierl ! 

Waiting for God to do what only God can do is one of the most difficult parts of faith. 

Our timing and His are usually two completely different things. 

 

God promises to never be late and even states that He is not slow as man defines slow-

ness (see 2 Peter 3:9). But usually He isn’t early, and we do have to wait.  It is impor-

tant to wait with a good attitude and have courageous trust that God’s time is the 

right time. 

 

As you wait on God, expect something good to happen at any moment. That will al-

low you to enjoy the wait instead of being sour and miserable. 

 

But those who wait for the Lord [who expect, look for, and hope in Him] shall 

change and renew their strength and power; they shall lift their wings and mount 

up [close to God] as eagles [mount up to the sun]; they shall run and not be 

weary, they shall walk and not faint or become tired. 

       Isaiah 40:31 



powerful and bigger than we are.  We wit-

ness the dynamics of its social structure 

and how older horses teach and discipline 

the younger ones (who is the boss and 

why).  We learn how horses are a herding-

prey animal, naturally flighty and fearful. 

They are always sensitive to any aggres-

sive energy. The highest ranking (“alpha”) 

mare dictates the movements of the herd.  

The dominant male (stallion) guards the 

flanks of the herd and offers protection 

against would-be predators.   

 

The horses communicate through body 

language, touch and sound, along with 

other sensory stimulation.  We need to 

learn this method of communication  in   

order to communicate with the horse in a 

manner that will promote feelings of 

safety and security and eliminate fear.  It 

is simply a matter of mutual trust, and 

that is developed as rapport is established. 

 
 

In effect, we learn Equus, the language 

of the horse.  This is an eye-opener that 

leads to an amazing ability to see how 

some of the basic needs and concerns of 

horses are the same as ours.    

This gives us a different perspective for 

dealing with these similar issues.  This 

interaction helps us to know ourselves 

better by reflecting ourselves back to 

us whenever we enter horse space.  Ei-

ther calm, peaceful and confident or 

nervous and fearful will be their re-

sponse depending on which we bring to 

them.  This is done all in the moment, 

on the spot, when it’s happening. 

Thus the horse  feeds us direct insight 

into our own being.  Some call it “horse 

whispering”— through it we realize 

that horses are not so different and 

separate from us. We reawaken and 

find our connection with all life. 
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The horse/human connection 

 

 
It is through observation of the horse in 

its natural state, in the wild, that we 

come to understand how to lead this 

magnificent creature who is more  

You had to be there to believe it!  Big crowd, wild swinging dancers.  Even the horses 

came out to join in the fun.  Guitar strumming at its finest, and a fiddler so good the 

cock crowed in appreciation. All of the Harris dogs joined in the fun, barking precisely 

on the beat.   

There has never been such an event like this.  In fact, this one lives on only in our 

imagination because it was a Phantom dance— it happened, but you couldn’t see it 

except in your imagination.  So just think up a splendid scenario, place yourself in it, 

and get your money’s worth.  Thanks to all who supported the event.  Funds raised 

are crucial in the financing of the ranch to provide free equine therapeutic lessons to 

all who can benefit from them. 

We all hope there will come a day when we can expand our services in cold and inclement weather conditions.  When we can 

finally build our large enclosed barn/arena, the phantom will fly away.  Then we will all gather to swing our partners for real 

indoors during the coldest month of the year in a great celebration of all the good and lovely things that are made possible 

through this mission ministry. 

Worker Spotlight– Abbie Hutkowski’s story 

I began volunteering at Jeremiah's Crossing my sophomore year, which was the summer 

of 2015.  I keep coming back because of the kids.  I love knowing that I can make a differ-

ence even if it is just something as small as making the kids smile and laugh.  My favorite 

memory was probably the ride-a-thon because I was able to see how many kids 

Jeremiah's Crossing reaches.  That day I was able to meet a young boy who needed con-

stant talking and even singing to keep him happy and on the horse.  

As I am not someone who really sings often, I had to step out of my comfort zone to 

make a connection with the boy.  Once I began singing the "Itsy Bitsy Spider", I saw the 

boy smile, and that allowed him to begin to open up to me and to start having fun on his 

horse.  In that moment, I knew that I wanted to continue to volunteer at Jeremiah's 

Crossing for as long as I could.  I love how little things can make a child's day and how 

the children's happiness can make my day.  

The Phantom Barn Dance dazzled everyone in attendance 

 

 

Abbie Hutkowski helping           

one of her students 



The bible quote at left offers a guiding light to 

all who agree to serve on Jeremiah’s Crossing, 

Inc. Board of Directors. These board members 

sign an agreement of commitment to carry out 

the mission and vision of this ministry.  They 

promise to help oversee the budget and fund-

raising needs, work for the well-being of this 

organization,  provide monetary support,  ac-

tively engage in all fund-raising efforts, pro-

mote the ranch and support its staff, attend 

meetings, consult as needed, and serve on com-

mittees.  It is a statement of faith in 

Jeremiah’s Crossing and a declaration to do all 

possible to help it thrive. 

Our current members on the board are very 

much dedicated to the success of the ranch, 

and they all have different backgrounds that 

mix well to make the board so effective.  In 

addition to the Executive Directors, Roger 

Harris (also Acting President), and Kathleen 

Harris, who had the prayerful vision to estab-

lish this ministry/mission, there are 8 others on 

the board. 

Elizabeth Hipke, Vice President: A speech 

pathologist at local schools, her expertise is 

special needs.  She works in fundraising events 

(and is your editor’s daughter). 

Mike Lange, Treasurer: His association began 

when his grandson became a student, and he is 

a lesson volunteer and diligent project guy. 

Sandy Schreier, Secretary: After bringing her 

son to take lessons at the ranch, Sandy became 

a volunteer. She is quite the “worker bee”, 

great with detail, and oversees our Mane 

Event winter fundraiser. 

Kimberly Meyer:  After visiting a Ride-a-Thon, 

she fell in love with our riders’ joyful faces and 

the pride it gave their parents. She brings a 

background in sales and marketing, and helps 

us engage new donors to support our mission. 

Dewey Meyer: Like Kimberly, he has a mission 

to help the ranch become better known— no 

longer the “best-kept secret”.  

Martha Airth-Kindree: Beginning as an intern 

instructor at Jeremiah’s Crossing, Martha vol-

unteered and then student-taught to prepare for 

becoming a PATH certified instructor.  With a 

master’s degree in animal behavior, she is the 

executive director of Mile Bluff Medical Center 

Foundation in Mauston.   

Richard “JR” Hildebrandt: JR has experience 

founding and guiding the Tri-City Dream Foun-

dation. In that role he connected with many for-

mer ranch students. His goal is to help the ranch 

with fundraising and event planning. 

Joanne Lacoursiere: As our newest board mem-

ber, Joanne is a homemaker for her family.  Her 

degrees in marketing and supervisory manage-

ment will help tremendously with our fundrais-

ing endeavors.  She learned about Jeremiah’s 

Crossing at her church and sought to join our 

team.  

We feel fortunate to have such a strong and dedi-

cated board serving our needs.  We are grateful 

for their ongoing support, thoughtful wisdom, 

and enduring guidance. 

 

Introducing Jeremiah’s Crossing’s Board of Directors 
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We are grateful to our 

Board of Directors for 

their ongoing support, 

thoughtful wisdom, and 

enduring guidance. 

                            Differences revealed at bottom of page 8 

Can you spot 11 things that are different in these 2 pictures? 

  

 
Can you draw a line through this maze from      

top to bottom? 

 

Don’t think for even one minute 

that I don’t know what you’re 

thinking! 

“ ‘For I know the 

plans I have for you’, 

declares the Lord, 

‘plans to prosper you 

and not harm you, 

plans to give you 

hope and a future.’ ” 

Jeremiah 29:11 



 

 

 

 

ments in various circum-

stances. The key is for all vol-

unteers to understand what 

they are saying to the horses as 

they move about.  
 

Volunteers learn about horse 

blind spots and how to cope 

with them.  They understand 

how to read a horse’s mood 

through his posture, ears, and 

tail movements.  Key to this 

training is to adopt  a constant 

vigilance for safety around 

horses.  This will be empha-

sized throughout the training, 

which will also incorporate the 

importance of knowing how to 

handle various first aid situa-

tions.  Grooming and tacking  

are great ways to develop a 

Lesson volunteer training will 

be offered at Jeremiah’s Cross-

ing on June 2 & 3.  Participants 

will learn all about greeting and 

grooming horses using the Par-

elli technique. Training will also 

be provided in tacking, the 

process of equipping horses 

with riding supplies (saddle, 

pad, girth, bridle, and reins). 
 

Procedures will be detailed for 

any horse emergencies. These 

are  uniquely tailored for each 

volunteer position (side walker 

and horse leader).  Overall team 

emergency procedures will also 

be covered. 
 

There is much to learn about 

how to communicate with 

horses through personal move-

close relationship with a horse, 

and volunteers always enjoy that 

activity. Full hands-on instruc-

tion is provided here for certified 

volunteers. 
 

Training will be very much a 

hands-on experience, and volun-

teers will be assigned to do jobs 

on the ranch that best suit their 

experience and abilities. This is a 

service ministry, and all jobs are 

equal and important in that re-

spect.  Our volunteer team has 

an esprit de corps second to none.  

But it is the joy we see in our stu-

dents’ faces as they ride high in 

the saddle that really warms our  

hearts.   
 

For more information visit the 

website at Jeremiahscrossing.org.  

Trust in the Lord and all challenges will be met 

June training will start the new season 

support, to aid, and to be a 

part of this wonderful life-

enhancing story. 

The financial burdens are un-

derstood, and even burden-

some at times, but the Lord 

keeps filling the plate as it 

empties.  His team of volun-

teers, workers, parents, grand-

parents, friends, and the stu-

dents themselves all rise up as 

called to meet needs brought 

to the ranch.  We trust, and 

He delivers, whether it be 

food, medical services, me-

chanical needs, infrastructure, 

and even needed personnel.  

The Lord’s method of delivery 

is to gather in additional hu-

man resources wherever and 

whenever needed.  He simply 

calls in more of His followers 

to give a hand or to assist in 

other ways, even through fi-

nancial means, often just when 

needed.   Is it challenging?  

Yes, it is, but as new needs are 

met, so is the overwhelming 

gratitude felt by many who feel 

honored to be called to help 

out. 

The need is, of course, ongoing.  

Food supplies for the horses 

alone are a hefty expense be-

cause they all “eat like horses”. 

Horse transportation and vet-

erinary services for this large 

herd are a considerable strain 

on the  budget. Utilities, infra-

structure needs, machinery, 

insurance, and equipment, as 

well as informational ex-

penses— it all adds up to costs 

more than most people would 

understand.  

Thank you to all who have par-

ticipated in helping Jeremiah’s 

Crossing meet its obligations 

through their service and their 

contributions.  We know that 

many have acted out of faith 

because they felt God’s nudging 

to become involved and to as-

sist. It is an honor for 

Jeremiah’s Crossing to accept 

such heartfelt offerings.  

Proverbs 3:5-6   Trust in the 

LORD with all your heart and 

lean not on your own under-

standing; in all your ways sub-

mit to him, and he will make 

your paths straight. 

Clearly, Jeremiah’s Crossing was 

born out of  a trust that what 

the Lord began through inspira-

tion, He would see through to 

full fruition in His own way and 

time.  So, in the marshy open 

spaces of Central Wisconsin, He 

made way for a place that 

would change lives both for 

those being served and for those 

chosen to serve. 

Little by little, God has enabled 

Jeremiah’s Crossing to become 

established and to strengthen. 

He has brought people to the 

ranch for healing and for 

growth.  This includes both 

those being served and those 

offering service. 

A community of caring people is 

melding together to assist, to 
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2017 trainer Robert Good-
land with Roger Harris 

Working with horses 
helps others have 

fun. 

Do you want to be 
so good with horses, 
that even your horse 
thinks you're good? 
     
        Robert Goodland 

http://www.biblica.com/en-us/bible/online-bible/niv/proverbs/3/


 

Phone: 715-884-2551 

E-mail: execdir@jeremiahscrossing.org 

Jeremiah’s Crossing 
PO Box 126 
Babcock, WI 54413 
 
 

Jeremiah’s Crossing is a nonprofit mission ministry. This ministry 

serves as a therapeutic horseback-riding ranch and is located in 

Babcock, Wisconsin. The ranch is dedicated to helping horses help 

children and adults with diagnosed physical, cognitive, emotional, 

and academic special needs at no cost to the students or their fami-

lies. 

Jeremiah’s Crossing is God’s ranch.  He has provided for many  

people to be involved, using their gifts and talents to help others. 

We want to share our experiences with all who have interest— both 

those wishing to join our team as well as those wishing to be our 

prayerful friends. 

Now in our second decade of service, we serve a large territory that 

draws people with special needs from throughout the area— Mara-

thon, Wood, Portage, Waupaca, and Adams counties.   For more  

information, check out our website at info@jeremiahscrossing.org. 

Changing lives 

Primary Business Address 

    2440 County Hwy X 

    Babcock, WI 

Be our friend, inspired by our efforts.  Keep us in your prayers, and enjoy our successes, beside us if you can, supportive if you’re able. 

Page 3 puzzle answer:  first determine value of each single part; then do the math at the end;  1 boot + 1 horse X 1 shoe = 22 

Page 6 picture differences: 
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1. Sun, 2. Tree leaves, 3. Rooster, 4. Barn door, 5. Cow jaw spot, 6. Hen, 7. 4 vs. 5 chicks, 

8. Boy vs. girl, 9. Boots vs. no boots, 10. 4 vs. 3 ducks, 11. Bird facing left vs. right. 

      Let’s go for a nice ride! 


